
WHITE HALL SCHOOL DISTRICT
2021-2022 Literacy Plan

Literacy Data

The White Hall School District completed a needs assessment for literacy based on the five components

of comprehensive literacy instruction founded on the Science of Reading. The following is the results of

the STAR Reading assessments for the 2020-2021 School Year:

Gandy Elementary: Reading 64.3% Proficient

Hardin Elementary: Reading 77.8% Proficient

Moody Elementary: Reading 52.4% Proficient

Taylor Elementary: Reading 66.7% Proficient

White Hall Middle: Reading 29.4% Proficient

The district has set a goal of 3% growth in literacy for the 2021-2022 school year.

RISE Implementation

The White Hall School District teachers have received K-2, 3-6, or Science of Reading Awareness training

through the Literacy Specialists from the Arkansas River Educational Service Cooperative. Novice

teachers receive their training within the first year of teaching or the summer before teaching.

In grades K-5 teachers are trained in the Science of Reading to include word study strategies, phonics,

phonological awareness, vocabulary, oral language, morphology, fluency, and comprehension. The White

Hall School District has adopted the Benchmark Literacy program that meets all state required

components of the Science of Reading. The district will provide professional development for all literacy

teaches in the implementation of the Benchmark Workshop and the digital resource of Benchmark

University. The K-2 program is also supported with David Kilpatrick’s PAST assessment and 3-minute drill

along with Heggerty phonological practice. This training is provided as a refresher and to all new

teachers in the district. Training is provided by the Literacy Specialists from the Arkansas River

Educational Service Cooperative.



Student progress will be measured through classroom observations, DIBELS Next assessments, STAR

Literacy, Renaissance Essential Standard Custom assessments. Student intervention teams will review

data and build TIER 2 and TIER 3 interventions for struggling readers. Interventions will include small

group instruction in the classroom and/or intervention through the Title 1 interventionist.

In grades 6-8 teachers will implement the Science of Reading strategies across all content areas. Students

identified as the lowest scores in reading will receive intervention that includes the strategies found

through Strategic Reading. The literacy instruction will include instruction utilizing a curriculum that is

aligned to the Science of Reading. Moby Max will also be utilized as a reading intervention for

students with a need for support in the Science of Reading Strategies. Intervention needs will be

determined by using the Diagnostic Decision Tree. Progress monitoring for student reading growth and

the implementation of the Science of Reading, will be through classroom observation, formative

assessments, and STAR reading assessments. Grade 6 students will receive reading instruction from the

approved My Perspective reading program.

In grades 9-12 students will be assessed using the Renaissance STAR reading assessment. Students will

be identified for the Critical Reading class based on the STAR reading assessment, ACT Asprie reading

data, and the Diagnostic Decision Tree. The Science of Reading strategies will be implemented in all

content areas.

Grades 7-12 teachers and administrators receive refreshers in the Science of Reading through the

Arkansas River Educational Service Cooperative Literacy Specialists.

Digital Learning Support

The White Hall School District partners with the Arkansas River Educational Service Cooperative for the

K-6 virtual programming in the 2021-2022 school year.

The digital literacy curriculum includes the Five Essential Components of Reading Instruction:  
• Phonemic awareness, Phonemes are the smallest units making up spoken language
 • Phonics 
• Vocabulary development 

• Reading fluency, including oral reading skills 

• Reading comprehension strategies 

The K-2 courses set the foundation for the youngest learners with exposure to Concepts of Print,
Decoding, Language and reading comprehension through teacher-led lessons taught in a systematic,
explicit, and sequential way.  In addition to the teacher-led and online instruction, there are home
practice activities led by their parent learning coach. The 3-5 courses continue to dive deeper into
language comprehension, word recognition and skilled reading. In the K-3 courses we have Benchmark
and Synchronous Assessments aligned to standards taught in the course. In the 4th-6th grade courses,
there are module exams aligned to standards. The curriculum is designed to help students master the
art and science of reading and is easily adapted to meet district or state requirements for Science of
Reading.  The specific Science of Reading connections are:



Phonological Awareness: Covered in K-3 courses with concepts and terms, applying language syllables,
onset-Rime, and phonemes. 

Phonics: Covered in Grade 3 with sound spelling patterns, prefixes/suffixes, syllable division, digraphs,
blends, and diphthongs.  Covered in 4-5 with learning word endings, learning Latin and Greek Roots,
and all syllable patterns.   

Comprehension: Covered by using story elements, novel study guides, summarizing, identifying main
ideas, recognizing story structure, expository text, narrative text, understand and identifying different
genres 

Vocabulary:  Covered by context clues, prefixes, and suffixes, learning word endings, learning Latin and
Greek roots, and strategies for deciphering word meanings.

  
Ensuring that all components of the Science of Reading are met is an ongoing work-in progress.  Virtual

staff and district staff will continue to identify areas that need additional supplements and add those

where needed.

Teachers will use evidence-based science of reading practices for all K-6 students. 

For Grades K-2 
Students will be required to meet synchronously each day. During this time, the teacher will model
decoding skills that students will need to master, such as phonological awareness activities including
advanced phonemic awareness tasks, grade level standards-based syllable types and syllable breaking
patterns, letter-sound correspondences (sound walls/phoneme-grapheme mapping skills), and
morphemic units. Students will practice and participate in activities during synchronous lessons, and
then they will have independent practice opportunities throughout the day. Students will be assessed
using diagnostic assessments and level one components in grades K-2.  Those results as well as
classroom observations/assessments will determine the need for additional interventions. These
interventions will be daily with a virtual teacher or virtual paraprofessional in either one-to-one or small
group instruction. If a student cannot attend a day of class due to sickness or other obligations, the
lesson will be recorded and provided. 
An example of a daily lesson below:
Review
Phoneme/grapheme review with the card deck
Phonological Awareness Activities
Teacher shows letter cards for those letters that have been taught. Students tell the sound of each card
(letter is, sound is). (P says /p/)
Introduce New Skill
Auditory Discovery
Visual Discovery
Keyword
Practice reading words.
Teach Irregular Words for decoding



Practice reading phrases and sentences using decodable texts aligned to skills currently and previously
taught.

To further engage virtual students, literacy kits will be provided to each family.  These kits will include
materials to create a sound wall for their home classroom as well as other manipulatives.

For 3-6: Students will be required to meet synchronously each day. During this time, the teacher will

model strategies to analyze words by teaching morphological units such as common prefixes, suffixes,

Greek and Latin roots and the etymology of words. As an extension of prior learning, students will

practice with syllable division of multisyllabic words. Vocabulary will be taught using morphology and

background knowledge using various strategies: discussion, videos, student research and read-alouds. 

Comprehension will be supported by reading texts with accuracy, using common strategies such as: 

comprehension monitoring, summarizing, analysis of reading passages for text structures and verbal

reasoning. Students will practice and participate in activities during synchronous lessons, and then they

will have independent practice opportunities throughout the day.  Students will be assessed using

diagnostic assessments in grades 3-6. Those results as well as classroom observations/assessments will

determine the need for additional interventions.

An example of a daily lesson is below”

Review
Word Study/Morphology
Vocabulary
Comprehension/Language Structures
Writing

The White Hall School District partners with Virtual Arkansas to provide virtual instruction in grades 6-12

for the 2021-2022 school year.

Virtual Arkansas is a “high touch” virtual learning experience that harnesses the benefit of synchronous
or “live” instruction married with aligned asynchronous courses. This allows for students and instructors
to develop relationships, address needed “just-in-time” instruction, and flexibility with learning. At the
High School level, students are provided the opportunity to attend two Zoom sessions per week, per
content area, and request an additional one: one Zoom sessions as needed. While Zoom sessions are not
required, they are highly encouraged as empirical data has shown students who attend Zoom are shown
to be more successful than students who do not attend Zoom. White Hall School District students are
required to attend all synchronous lessons and request additional sessions in areas that need reteach or
intervention. Students/teachers are also able to communicate 24/7 via the CANVAS Learning
Management System messaging or the SIS email system that is monitored by Virtual Arkansas. Teachers
are expected to reply to students within 24 hours of student communication during the school week.
Students are expected to read and interact with messages in their courses on a daily basis during the
school week.



Dyslexia

Dyslexia is defined as a learning disability that is neurological in origin,

characterized by difficulties with accurate and fluent word recognition, poor spelling

and decoding abilities that typically result from the phonological component of

language. These characteristics are often unexpected in relation to other cognitive

abilities.

        The White Hall School District screens all students in grades K-2 using the initial

screener, DIBELS Next (also known as Acadience Reading). This screener helps teachers

identify students at risk and target skills for instructional support. Students in grades

3-5 are also screened using Dibels Next/Acadience if there is a suspected weakness.

Students who show weaknesses on these initial screeners will receive Level I screeners

and small group, research-based Tier 2 interventions based on specific weaknesses. If it

is determined the student is not adequately responding to research-based Tier 2

interventions, they will be referred for Level II Dyslexia Screening. If the Level II

Dyslexia Screening indicates the student exhibits characteristics of dyslexia, they will be

provided Tier 3 interventions using an approved dyslexia program.

https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/168fYygQGr48oh98oRRjFX4Sfa6Dt2YKzWwKJ26XQ4KU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/168fYygQGr48oh98oRRjFX4Sfa6Dt2YKzWwKJ26XQ4KU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19uN2kqHTIcpeXmiIaWieWCArfLWp5Go8J533cmsD8jc/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/1onsDpX0cblrZZg0KMSAZm2Y_ZxRRNU1_RHE6acXSTcw/edit

